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Executive summary
The holiday season can be a significant time of year for marketers looking to
maximize profits and customer engagement activities. The keys to success during
this crucial period are being mindful of trends and insights from seasons past and
applying data, predictive analytics and industry benchmarks to one’s marketing
strategy. This report provides such information, assesses the marketing landscape
as it exists today and examines which activities are most likely to drive early and
lasting holiday marketing success, including:
A comprehensive look at digital and traditional channels. This past holiday
season, the three main vehicles that drove more than half of the traffic to retailers’
Web sites were search, email and other retailers, respectively. At the same time,
79 percent of consumers said that they read or scanned the direct mail they received
last year.1 All channels can provide value; it’s just a matter of looking at the facts to
find the right mix for your company.
Insight and key data on the behaviors your customers are likely to exhibit
this season. While younger adults are using coupons at higher rates than they did
last year, older adults are taking advantage of more incentive-based offers such
as free product with purchase and cross-sale promotions. Also, did you know that
households without children purchase more from catalogs than households with
children? Not all trends are what we may expect them to be.
Valuable predictions and trend information. Email volumes are expected to
increase even earlier in 2009 for all businesses, with some brands having already
commenced their holiday campaigns as early as July. When it comes to search
marketing, it should be noted that over the past four years the highest market share
of Web site visits occurred on Thanksgiving Day, followed by Black Friday.
Strategic recommendations and cost-saving tips. Did you know that providing
a free shipping email offer for a short period of time (one week or less) is typically
more successful than featuring the same offer over a longer term? If direct mail is
part of your holiday marketing strategy, be very selective when choosing which
non-ZIP+4™ coded records you mail to: the extra cost to mail a non-ZIP+4 coded
record stands at $.023 for a Standard Mail® letter this year.
To ensure strong sales and lasting customer engagement, marketers must
incorporate data and careful planning into all holiday initiatives. The inherent
quantifiable and qualitative aspects of engagement marketing remain the keys to
success for businesses worldwide, both this holiday season and for years to come.

1

United States Postal Service ®, 2008 Household Diary Study, March 2009
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Introduction
Consumers are inundated with marketing messages from every angle and at more
frequent rates during the holidays. Therefore, it is important that marketers
engage their customers with the most relevant offers through the most effective
channels at the best times. Learning to combine valuable tools such as email,
search, direct mail, social networks, database management and data enrichment
— with deep consumer insight and a knowledge of market trends is fundamental to
building deeper relationships between marketers and their customers.
The following report provides valuable data and recommended strategies that will
help marketers build competitive advantage during the upcoming fall and winter
months — ringing in strong holiday sales while deepening customer engagement.
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Consumer insight

Consumer insight
What types of behavior can you expect from consumers this year?
Understanding consumers’ shopping behaviors and preferences is essential in
driving strong holiday sales. Purchasing habits have changed significantly over the
last few years, making it crucial for marketers to stay abreast of the latest
consumer trends.
This section includes data from consumer surveys and customer transactional
data that reveal the key shopping behaviors of those consumers who will begin their
holiday shopping during the busy months ahead.

Key findings
• Shopping at brick-and-mortar stores such as department stores,
electronic and home furnishing retail locations is lower overall than it was
in 2008, while shopping online has increased by five percent over last year
• While younger adults are using coupons at higher rates than they did last
year, older adults are taking advantage of more incentive-based offers
such as free product with purchase and cross-sale promotions
• The largest increases in online shopping occurred among 25- to 34-yearolds at eight percent year over year
• Adults ages 25 to 34 and 50 to 59 are especially prone to wait until items go
on sale before they make a purchase
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Shopping behavior by channel
Shopping at brick-and-mortar stores such as department stores, electronic and
home furnishing retail locations is lower overall than it was in 2008, while shopping
online has increased by five percent over the last year. This trend is certain to carry
through the holiday season when consumers are shopping for value, seeking
immediate information and taking advantage of the price comparison abilities that
the online channel provides.
Despite this digital trend, shopping in stores will continue to be the preferred
channel for many this year. Predictions indicate that 40 percent of consumers
will increase their spending in discount stores such as Wal-Mart during the 2009
season, followed by membership clubs and online retailers, at 20 and 19
percent respectively.2
Shopping behavior by age
The same general trend can be seen when breaking consumers down by age group,
with the largest increases in online shopping occurring among 25– to 34–year–olds
at eight percent. Interestingly, the second largest gains in online shopping are
among much older adults, age 60 and over. While only 29 percent of people in this
older demographic shop online, this marks a significant increase of six percent
over 2008.
In addition to reduced shopping at brick-and-mortar stores, mail and phone orders
have also declined among most age groups during the past year.
Mail and phone orders by age group
Percentage change from 2008 - 2009
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Forrester Research, Trends 2009: US Online Retail, April 2009
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Consumers of all age groups are making more use of coupons and incentive offers
than they did a year ago. While younger adults are using coupons at higher rates
than they did last year, older adults are taking advantage of more incentive-based
offers such as free product with purchase and cross-sale promotions.
Percent change winter 2009 versus winter 2008
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Trend spotting: Today’s consumers are less likely to make
impulse purchases.
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60+

Holiday Hint: Adults ages 25–34 and 50–59 are especially prone to wait until things
go on sale before they buy. Consider holding sales and specials earlier this year when
targeting consumers in these age groups.
Percent change winter 2009 versus winter 2008
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Channel-crosser
To drive early sales, consider prominently broadcasting daily countdowns
to important dates such as last day for free shipping or special sale cutoffs
on Web sites, in promotional emails, and at in-store displays. For direct
mail and other print mediums that cannot be updated on the fly, the same
information can be communicated by highlighting important dates with bold
fonts and imagery.
Data sourcing
Information contained in this section was collected by the Experian Simmons
Winter 2008 and Winter 2009 National Consumer Study. Experian Simmons provides
marketers with consumer behavior data that helps them better understand
their customers and prospects, as well as learn where and how to advertise
most effectively.
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Customer data
management

Customer data management
Make your list, and check it twice
During this holiday season, proactive retailers will capture customer data through
a wider variety of channels: online, call centers, mail-order catalogs and brick-andmortar stores. This data — when collected accurately — is extremely valuable as
it allows marketers to maintain relationships with existing customers year-round. On
the other hand, if contact data is collected inaccurately, it will create a substantial
amount of wasted materials, excess costs and lost opportunity for seasons to come.
Based on results observed by Experian Marketing Services, an average of five
percent of all mail is undeliverable due to incomplete or incorrect addresses. For
example, a business planning to mail 1,000,000 pieces of direct mail at a cost of $.55
(including production and postage) stands to lose $27,500 from mail sent to an
undeliverable address.
The true cost of bad data includes not only wasted resources but also operational
inefficiencies (such as the time spent cleaning databases after the fact) and
negative customer experiences. Especially for online businesses that rely on
shipping customers their gifts and merchandise, quickly collecting accurate
address information in real time is vital to ensuring a positive customer experience
beyond the holiday season.
The following section illustrates why input data quality is a priority in the 2009
holiday season, along with benchmarks and best practices that marketers should
follow during this crucial time period.

Key findings
• Top reasons for having bad contact data are lack of internal resources,
insufficient budgets and inadequate data strategies
• By verifying contact information in real time at the point of sale (POS),
retailers can reduce the time to enter an address by more than 50 percent
while ensuring an accurate customer record
• Customer data degrades on average by 13 percent annually — translating
to significant inaccuracy with each passing holiday season
• Front-end verification can reduce bad contact data by up to 85 percent
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Data quality
A recent global research survey found that a shocking 97 percent of respondents
did not completely trust their contact data in terms of it being clean, accurate
and up-to-date. Of those who did not completely trust their contact data in the
retail industry, top areas to blame were lack of internal resources at 32 percent,
insufficient budgets at 31 percent and inadequate data strategies at 28 percent.3
Retailers pursuing quality enhancement of their customer data this season should
aim to efficiently and accurately collect names and addresses. By verifying contact
information in real time at the point of sale (POS), retailers can reduce the time to
enter an address by more than 50 percent while ensuring an accurate customer
record. For online retailers, adding real-time verification to the checkout process
can improve customer experience and greatly reduce the operational cost of
fulfilling orders.
Many best practices can be employed by retailers to ensure that captured data is
accurate and usable. Most important, the best practice outlined below — front-end
customer data verification — does not require significant planning and can even
be implemented using specialized off-the-shelf software. This ease of installation
means that address verification software can still be implemented in time for this
year’s holiday rush.

Trend spotting: Customer data degrades on average by 13 percent
annually — translating to significant inaccuracy with each passing
holiday season.
Front-end verification
Front-end verification software compares customer data against a third-party
data source as it is captured. The best front-end verification tools use reliable data
sources such as the United States Postal Service® for valid mailing addresses.
Some out-of-the box solutions easily bolt onto any e-commerce platform or
order management system. Additionally, retailers should use best-of-breed tools
that interact with users in real-time to prompt for missing information or make
recommendations when inaccurate information is captured. This process will
reduce bad contact data by 30 to 85 percent depending on current practices.

Time stamp
Front-end verification software can be implemented and fully up and running
in less than a day.

3

Experian QAS and Dynamic Markets Ltd., Contact data management: the wise investor, March 2009
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Case study: Build-A-Bear Workshop
Challenge/objective:
Inaccurate addresses collected in stores hindered the delivery of loyalty program
certificates. As a result, customers who earned loyalty certificates but did not
receive them contacted the call center to request certificates.
Resolution:
To improve delivery of loyalty
program certificates, Build-A-Bear
Workshop deployed real-time
address verification at the point of
sale.
Results:
The number of inaccurate
addresses collected decreased by
85 percent and the average address
collection time decreased by 12
seconds. Overall, this resulted in more delivered loyalty certificates, increased
marketing efficiencies and higher customer satisfaction.
Case study: Overstock.com
Challenge/objective:
Incorrect customer addresses submitted during the online checkout process
led to undeliverable orders, unnecessary customer-care calls and poor
customer experiences.
Resolution:
Overstock.com implemented
front-end address verification in
their checkout process to verify
addresses during checkout and
interactively correct them when
mistakes were found.
Results:
Overstock.com reduced the number of undeliverable orders by 40 percent, saved
close to $1 million in operating costs the first year of use and helped fuel their jump
to the number–two spot on the National Retail Federation’s customer
service ranking.
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Data management quick tips
In addition to securing accurate customer contact information, be sure to capture
valuable customer data that will enable smarter marketing decisions and increase
customer engagement throughout the holiday season and beyond.
• Purchase frequency: Monitor the rate at which your customers are
purchasing and when. This pinpoints what motivates customers to buy at that
moment (i.e. exclusive offer, discount pricing, free shipping) and is also a great
way to identify your most active customers.
• Purchases by product category: Obtaining specific product-level
information allows you to more accurately identify your consumers who have
a propensity for future purchases, thus reducing inventory risks and
increasing profits.
• Customer value: Enrich your own customer list by appending RFM model
(purchase recency, frequency and monetary value) elements to your data. This
will help you gain a better understanding of your customers’ buying patterns
and identify the best customers to target.
Data sourcing
Data included in this section was provided by Experian QAS. Experian QAS is a
leading provider of address data quality software and services designed to capture,
validate, cleanse, standardize and enrich addresses, names and other important
contact information.

Note: Experian is a non-exclusive Full Service Provider Licensee of the United States Postal Service ®. The prices
established for these products are not set by the US Government or the United States Postal Service. The following
trademarks are owned by the United States Postal Service: United States Postal Service, USPS, Standard Mail, CASS
Certified, First-Class, ZIP+4, ZIP and ZIP Code.
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Direct mail

Direct mail
Make every delivery special
Although the Internet proves to be a definite revenue generator for many
businesses, most companies are still seeing lifts in response through the combined
efforts of online and traditional channels such as direct mail.
With certain postal rates increasing by more than 25 percent over the last three
years and further annual increases tied to the Consumer Price Index (currently
expected to range from one to four percent each year), some marketers have shifted
their budgets toward digital channels. One potential downside to this strategy
is that they may be missing out on revenue gains and customer engagement
opportunities that direct mail provides.
While marketers should be encouraged to continue leveraging direct mail this
season, it’s critical that they are extra diligent with their data hygiene processes
and utilize the most current postal preparation techniques. This section outlines
trends in direct mail combined with best practices for keeping mail costs as low and
response as high as possible through the holidays.

Key findings
• In 2008, 79 percent of consumers said that they read or scan the direct mail
they receive
• Over half of the households in the United States receive between 24 and 45
pieces of mail per week
• For the early winter months ahead, the USPS has announced a proposed
sale on First-Class™ mailings (subject to pending Postal Regulatory
Commission approval)
• Almost half of all purchases from catalogs are made in November
and December
• Women make more purchases from catalogs than men
• Households without children purchase more from catalogs than
households with children
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State of the industry: Holiday 2009
As we enter the holiday season, consumers continue to rely on traditional
information sources, such as print circulars and newspapers, for Black Friday and
Thanksgiving Day specials. They’ll also browse printed catalogs for popular items
and check their mailboxes for printed coupons.
It is important for marketers to remember that direct mail is still highly effective.
The USPS® 2008 Household Diary Study found that 79 percent of consumers say
that they read or scan the direct mail they receive and 61 percent of households say
they read or look at catalogs received. Furthermore, the average consumer receives
25 mail pieces per week and is expected to respond to 9.5 percent of those pieces.4

Holiday hint: Given the limits that email legislation puts on who you can contact,
direct mail is a great way to reach selected prospects.

Cost cutter
Consider segmenting email responders out of some of your direct-mail
circulation to reduce costs.
Because of today’s significantly reduced mail volumes, the USPS is getting creative
in its efforts to regain volume. For the first time ever, in the summer of 2009, the
USPS had a Summer Sale for Standard Mail® mailings. The USPS has announced
a similar sale for First-Class™ mailings in the early winter months ahead — a
program expected to attract increased holiday mail volume.

The Direct Marketing Association, DMA 2009 Statistical Fact Book: The Definitive Source for Direct Marketing
Benchmarks, February 2009
4
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Direct mail quick tips
While taking advantage of programs such as the USPS holiday sale will provide
value to many marketers this season, the best way to make mailings more effective
is to maintain the highest data quality possible. Listed below are some direct mail
quick tips for improving campaign performance and increasing customer response.
• ZIP+4™ coding: Code as many records as possible by utilizing multiple ZIP+4
CASS Certified™ software engines along with other proprietary processes
from service providers. This reduces postage cost and improves response on
these records significantly.
• Apartment correction: Correct records with missing or invalid apartment
numbers and be selective in which of the noncorrected records are mailed.
• De-duplication: Reduce the number of duplicates mailed using the
following guidelines:
■ De-duplicate the best-performing customer segments at a household level
		 (last name and address) and the remaining records at an address level.
■ The identification of duplicates should not be limited to records with the
		 same first digit of the last name.
■ Cross-comparing the first name and last name will identify additional
		 valid duplicates.
■ Make sure that special situations such as married/maiden female last names
		 are combined.

Utilize Customer Data Integration linkage to identify duplicates where the
		 addresses are not in the same ZIP® or even the same state, but the individual
		 is the same individual.
■

Cost cutter
Be very selective when deciding which non-ZIP+4 coded records to mail. The
extra cost to mail a non-ZIP+4 coded record is $.023 for a Standard Mail®
letter, $.079 for a First-Class letter and $.105 for a Standard Mail flat.
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Holiday catalog trends
The holiday season is an especially busy time for catalogers — almost half of all
purchases from catalogs are made in the months of November and December.
Looking more closely at catalog purchase data, it can be noted that women make
more purchases from catalogs than men. Interestingly, households without
children purchase more from catalogs than households with children. Also,
surprising to many, Behavioral Greens, which are the group of consumers that are
most green aware according to Experian Simmons, account for nearly half of all
catalog purchases.
Catalog purchases by number of children
per household
November – December 2008
Estimated # of children
per household

Catalog purchases by gender
November – December 2008

Households

Gender

Households

No children

11,413,250

Female

14,091,543

1 child present

2,801,135

Male

4,701,727

2 children present

1,363,887

3 children present

550,759

4 children present

201,303

5 children present

64,863

6 children present

15,533

7 children present

736

Channel crosser
Use online preference centers to find out how and when customers want
their print communications delivered. You may be able to lower frequency
and associated mailing costs while reaching customers in an even more
effective way.
Data sourcing
Information contained in this section was provided by Experian Data Quality
Management Services and Experian Marketing Information Services. Experian
Data Quality Management Services helps clients improve the performance of their
direct mail campaigns through superior data hygiene, merge/purge and postal mail
file preparation technology. Experian Marketing Information Services helps clients
gain customer insight with superior consumer data resources drawn from the most
complete demographic, transactional and behavioral information available.

Note: Experian is a non-exclusive Full Service Provider Licensee of the United States Postal Service ®. The prices
established for these products are not set by the US Government or the United States Postal Service. The following
trademarks are owned by the United States Postal Service: United States Postal Service, USPS, Standard Mail, CASS
Certified, First-Class, ZIP+4, ZIP and ZIP Code.
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Email marketing

Email marketing
Keep them engaged all season long
Each holiday season, email marketing gains more momentum as consumers
turn to the Web to seek the best deals and purchase the hottest gifts. Compared
to promotions offered in 2007, 60 percent of merchants reported increasing the
frequency of promotional emails in 2008. Additionally, email was only second
to paid search among online marketing channels that attracted the most paying
customers who ultimately made purchases on the Web site during the
holiday season.5
The data and trend information provided in this section will help marketers
strategize properly throughout the 2009 holiday season, painting a clear picture
of how the email marketing landscape has transformed in comparison to
seasons past.

Key findings:
• Email volume on the days closely surrounding the Christmas holiday was
much higher in 2008 than in previous years
• Volumes are expected to increase even earlier in 2009 for all businesses
• In 2008, travel businesses significantly increased their holiday email
marketing initiatives during the month of October
• All industries with the exception of consumer products and services
experienced the highest open rates when using subject lines of 25
characters or less last year
• Providing a free shipping email offer for a short period of time (one week
or less) is typically more successful than featuring the same offer over a
longer term
• Last holiday season, businesses that provided free shipping on purchases
with a minimum spending requirement were able to drive high response
rates. On the other hand, percentage or dollar amounts off the total
coupled with a minimum spending requirement did not perform as well
• On average, email surveys and polls produce a 30 percent lift or more in
open, click and transaction rates

5

Shop.org : The 2009 Holiday Strategy & Planning Guide, July 2009
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Holiday email volumes by year
Email marketing has become more prevalent with each passing year. The higher
send volumes started much earlier in Holiday 2007 and continued to increase even
earlier in 2008. While peaks in email deployments happened around the same
time each year, the “valleys” were filled with more continuous send volume in 2008
than in years past. Volumes were more consistent week to week starting around
December 9 of 2008 than in previous years. In addition, the volume on the days
closely surrounding the Christmas holiday was much higher than in previous years.
All industry holiday volume
2006–2008
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Trend spotting: Email volumes are expected to increase even earlier in
2009 for all businesses.
All industry holiday season volume by year
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2007

2006

Holiday hint: Don’t be afraid to increase email frequency and deliver relevant
messages a few times a week. Customers expect to hear from you more during the
holiday season.
Holiday email volumes by industry
As expected, retailers had extremely high email volumes throughout the season as
well as after the 2008 Christmas holiday. B2B and financial marketers tended to drop
mailing volume in the two weeks before the holidays; however, the trends for the
travel industry were significantly different. In 2008, travel businesses significantly
increased their holiday email marketing initiatives during the month of October.
The spike is attributable to the pre-planning involved for holiday vacations. It is
interesting to note that the volumes for travel companies remained at higher rates in
November and December, as well.
Travel industry holiday season by month
2008
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Key dates
Most marketers know that Black Friday and Cyber Monday get an immense amount
of attention from the email marketing world. It is also worth noting the significant
volume increases right before and right after the Christmas holiday, as well as
the astoundingly sharp increase across the board last year, as shown in the
graph below.
The peak directly prior to Christmas is greatly attributable to the fact that retailers
use email marketing to push online gift cards and in-store pick up deals while
publishers promote gift subscriptions. The after-Christmas peak is principally due
to the aggressive marketing efforts many businesses used to clear unsold inventory
post-holiday during the recent economic downturn.
Key holiday dates — multi-channel volume
2006 – 2008
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Echo
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Day after
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Holiday subject lines
According to the Q2 2009 Experian CheetahMail Benchmark report, all industries
with the exception of consumer products and services experienced the highest
open rates when using subject lines of 25 characters or less last year. Longer
subject lines of 75 characters or more had the second strongest performance for
all businesses except those in the retail, travel and entertainment industries —
indicating that businesses of these sorts should try to keep all subject lines to less
than 25 characters this season.

Holiday hint: Use your company name or email address in the “from” label and be
consistent, so your customers know what to expect. Don’t repeat the “from” label in the
subject line — space is too valuable.
Ratings and reviews
There was a large push to incorporate user-generated content into email
campaigns last holiday season, creating more of an intimate dialog between
businesses and their customers. In particular, ratings and reviews can certainly
help motivate a gift purchase. Based on a Forrester Research study of 5,000 online
consumers, 64 percent of consumers reported wanting to see user ratings and
reviews when making a purchase decision.6 In addition, reviews are proven to drive
higher purchase satisfaction and customer loyalty.
There is no doubt that ratings and reviews can contribute to the improved
performance of an email program. Benchmark data from Experian CheetahMail
indicates that, on average, “rate your recent purchase” email campaigns
outperform standard mailings by the following key metrics:

➞ 40.7% lift
9% total click rate compared to 4.2% ➞ 51.9% lift
24% click to open rate compared to 19.2% ➞ 19.5% lift
$0.33 revenue per email compared to $0.15 ➞ 99.5% lift
0.5% transaction rate compared to 0.11% ➞ 75% lift

• 36% total open rate compared to 21.7%
•
•
•
•

6

“User Ratings Top Consumers’ Online Wish Lists,” Forrester Research, Inc., February 2008
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Case study: Bath & Body Works
Challenge/objective:
Harness word-of-mouth to drive site conversions, new customers, return traffic,
customer satisfaction and brand loyalty.
Resolution:
Leveraged partnership between top email service provider, Experian CheetahMail,
and leader in hosted social commerce applications, Bazaarvoice, to incorporate
Ratings & Reviews data into their email campaigns.

Results:
Bath & Body Works’ “top product” emails containing customer review content
outperformed their average email in several key metrics: average order values were
10.04 percent higher, sales per visitor went up 11.46 percent, page views per visit
were 7.48 percent higher for customers who clicked through the email, and bounce
rates were 2.36 percent lower.
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Free shipping and discount offers
Subject line analysis shows that almost 70 percent of holiday emails sent in
2008 mentioned free shipping or discounted offers — such as dollar amounts or
percentage discounts off the total. From a monetary standpoint, free shipping
coupled with a percentage-off discount induced the highest transaction rates,
averaging at .14 percent, and conversion rates were higher for emails mentioning an
offer as opposed to those that did not.

Holiday hint: Add urgency by highlighting important dates, such as the last date for
free or standard shipping, in every email.
Furthermore, data indicates that providing a free shipping offer for a short period
of time (one week or less) is typically more successful than featuring the same
offer over a longer term. This is particularly true for international promotions and
announcements of “new” products or collections.

Holiday hint: Keep in mind that even if you are presenting your offer over a short
duration, follow-up email reminders with strong calls to action such as “Last day for free
shipping,” or “Final 4 hours” tend to be particularly good performers.
Last holiday season, businesses that provided free shipping on purchases with
a minimum spending requirement were able to drive high response rates. On the
other hand, percentage or dollar amounts off the total coupled with a minimum
spending requirement did not perform as well. This indicates that marketers should
segment their subscriber list by average order value to determine the best offer
strategies.
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Email marketing quick tips
Given the flexibility and immediacy of the email channel, there are a number of best
practices that email marketers should think about incorporating during the 2009
holiday season.
• Geo-targeting: As we near the Christmas holiday, cater email promotions
to people living close to a store by highlighting store locations, in-store sales,
last-minute gift ideas in-store and in-store pick up at a more aggressive
frequency. For people living outside the store zone radius promote gift
cards, express shipping or print online gifts (i.e. magazine subscriptions)
more aggressively.

Channel Crosser
When using a geo-targeting strategy, consider extending the reach of your
email campaigns to encompass subscribers in a larger geographic area,
especially for newly opened stores. Studies have shown that there is potential
to increase a retailer’s new store trade area (the area attributable to 75
percent of a store’s sales) by 10 percent during the holidays — an increase
proven to remain even after the season is over. 7
• Social media: Let your customers work for you by aggressively advertising
your social media presence, such as where and how often offers will be posted
and sales will be announced. Also, visually distinguish the forward-to-a-friend
and post-to-social networking functionality within all emails.
• Seasonal opt-down: For companies that increase frequency considerably
during holidays and then revert to their normal send frequency and for those
that plan a daily email program, consider offering customers a chance to lower
the frequency of the emails they receive. Opt-down pages have proven to retain
between 10 to 30 percent of customers who intended to opt out.

Trend spotting: “Friends and family” sales are expected to be in full swing
earlier in the season than they were in 2008. Many brands will also extend
their “friends and family” offers to their entire subscriber list as opposed to
just high-value or high-loyalty segments.

7

Data collected by Buxton, leader in market planning, and consumer ⁄ geo-spatial analytics from January, 2008 to
December , 2008. http://www.buxtonco.com
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• Creative: Create a holiday navigation bar or footer that links to all holidayspecific information and promotions, including links to items such as, “gifts
under $50,” “guaranteed delivery,” “gift cards,” or “easy returns.”

Cost cutter
Decorate smarter this year by using creative elements that don’t take much
time and effort to implement, such as animated GIFs. They are easy to
create and a great way to engage subscribers and get them to interact with
your email.
• Mobile: Optimize email content to ensure your customers can view it from their
SmartPhones and PDAs. A simple way to do this is to create a text-only Web
page and link it at the very top of the message with text such as, “Viewing on a
mobile device? Click here.”
• Polls and surveys: On average, surveys and polls produce a 30 percent lift
in open, click and transaction rates. Link your emails to surveys this season —
they are powerful tools for fostering better relationships with your customers
and gaining deeper insight into their demographics, opinions, and service and
product-satisfaction rates.

Time stamp
Short polls can be set up in five to 10 business days. Larger strategies
including ongoing polls and creative versioning will require more time to
produce at an estimated four to six weeks.
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Case study: Kirkland’s
Challenge/objective:
During the 2008 holiday season, Kirkland’s, a leading specialty retailer of home
décor, decided to give interactive email marketing a try by implementing holidaythemed polls into their campaigns to drive customer engagement.
Resolution:
All of the polls asked a question regarding the 2008 holiday season, with no more
than four possible answers. The results were measured in percentages and
displayed on a bar graph, providing subscribers with a snapshot of how others
answered up to that point. This graph was displayed on a landing page as soon as a
subscriber submitted their answer.

Results:
The first poll attracted over 30,000 responses, fostering stronger customer
interaction and providing Kirkland’s with valuable shopping behavior metrics.
This provided Kirkland’s and their customers with a better prediction of when the
busiest shopping day would be. By the end of the season, Kirkland’s had collected
more than 70,000 responses from subscribers.

“Polls are an engaging way to gain quick insight into the behaviors, preferences and
needs of our customers. Leveraging this type of valuable information not only drives
high response rates: it strengthens the relationship we have with our customers and
reinforces the integrity of our brand.” Kevin Bryant, director of marketing for Kirkland’s.

Data sourcing
Data included in this section was collected by Experian CheetahMail from
Nov. 15, 2006 to 2008 Dec. 31, 2008, by monitoring more than 250 client programs.
Experian CheetahMail is the trusted service provider of email marketing and
customer intelligence technologies for hundreds of top enterprises worldwide.
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Online communities
and social media

Online communities and social media
Be part of the holiday buzz
Social media sites are a main touch point for consumer interaction and the holiday
season proves no exception. Online communities are undoubtedly going to be
bursting with conversation and commentary on the latest holiday gifts, gadgets,
shopping tips and sales and even great — or not so great — customer service,
meaning that marketers are going to be working harder than ever to reach this large
and valuable audience.
The data contained in this section takes a deeper look at what types of consumers
will be frequenting social media sites as well as which sites they are most likely to
visit, providing marketers with a clearer view of how to better navigate the onlinecommunity landscape.

Key findings
• Visits to social networking Web sites have increased 34 percent for the
week ending August 8, 2009 as compared to the same week last year
• The average visit time to sites in the social networking category is 19
minutes and 32 seconds
• Facebook now accounts for 55 percent of the total visits to the custom
category of 51 social networks with an increase of 259 percent over the
same week in 2008
• The volume of visits to Twitter was 24 times higher for the week ending
August 8, 2009, over last year
• 35 percent of online adults who have visited a social networking site in the
last 30 days have made a purchase online in the last month, compared with
29 percent of online adults who have not visited a social networking site in
the last month
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Social networking site traffic
Social networks have continued to captivate online audiences, and visits to the Web
sites have increased 34 percent for the week ending August 8, 2009 as compared to
the same week last year. The average visit time to the category is 19 minutes and 32
seconds, which highlights the potential to reach a large, engaged audience.
Weekly visits to social networking Web sites
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Last December, search engines and email were the top referral sources for
retailers, but social networking referred nearly five percent of traffic, a rate higher
than portal front pages.
Referral sources for retail Web sites* – December 2008
Search engines

29.76%

Email services

11.07%

Rewards and directories

5.33%

Social networking and forums

4.46%

Portal front pages

3.13%

* Based on Experian Hitwise Retail 500
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The volume of visits to Twitter.com was 24 times higher for the week ending
August 8, 2009 over last year. The fast growth of the Web site along with easy
content distribution has made Twitter a popular channel for retailers who use it to
communicate with potential customers. This interactivity makes Twitter especially
valuable for the holidays.
For example, Dell has directly attributed more than $2 million in revenue to Twitter
activity through the twitter.com/delloutlet Web site by sending out exclusive offers
and deals to their Twitter followers. In addition, shopping rewards and directories
have embraced Twitter to allow easy sharing of coupon codes and deals —
indicated by the graph below. The downstream traffic from Twitter to the Rewards
and Directories category displays a spike in traffic referrals around the week of
Thanksgiving and Black Friday 2008 as well as during the post-holiday season.
Traffic referrals from Twitter to rewards and directories
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Among the Web sites that received high traffic from Twitter during the peak week of
referrals were Yahoo! Shopping, Slickdeals.net and BlackFriday.fm.
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Trend spotting: This year we expect to see even more sales and
promotions presented on Twitter thanks to the increased popularity of the
micro blogging service in 2009.
Demographic trends
More than half of online adults8 (54 percent) now say that they have visited a social
networking site like Facebook or MySpace in the last 30 days. While data strongly
indicates that online communities are garnering attention from a wide range of
age groups and customer types, certain demographics show strong preferences
toward more specific social networking behavior than others, making it easier for
marketers to pinpoint their unique target audience this holiday season.
Social networking site visitors can be the highest revenue generators for retailers
this season. Visitors to social networking sites are more likely than the average
online adult to purchase items from the Internet. In fact, 35 percent of online adults
who have visited a social networking site in the last 30 days have made a purchase
online in the last month compared with 29 percent of online adults who have not
visited a social networking site in the last month.
Social networking site visitors also gather information for shopping online at higher
rates. Thirty-one percent of social networking visitors say that they have gathered
shopping information online in the past month compared with 27 percent of online
adults who do not visit social networking sites.
Additionally, the social networking sites themselves are a source of shopping
information for many of their members. According to recent consumer surveys,
17 percent of site visitors agree with the statement: “I search social networking
sites for information before making a purchase.” Furthermore, one-third of those
visitors cite that they log on “To find information that’s relevant to me,” and “To get
recommendations” as two of the main reasons they use social networking sites.

8

“Online adults” is defined by Experian Simmons as people 18 years of age or older who spend at least one hour or
more per week online doing something other than email.
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Trend spotting: Businesses have caught on to the power of social
networking sites with many now allowing users to become “fans” of their
products on such sites. More than half of those who visit social networking
sites in the past 30 days (57 percent) say that they have personally become a
“fan” or “friend” to show their support for their favorite brands.
Data sourcing
Information contained in this section was collected from the Experian Simmons
Fall 2008 New Media Study and from Experian Hitwise®’s custom category of 55 of the
leading social networking Web sites.
Experian Simmons combines insights about consumer behavior in social
networking, instant messaging, blogging, photo and video-sharing sites with the
traditional media channels.
Experian Hitwise measures more than 1 million unique Web sites daily and
categorizes them into industries on the basis of subject matter and content as well
as market orientation and competitive content.
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Search marketing

Search marketing
Give consumers the gifts they’re looking for
Paid search was the top online marketing channel used during the 2008 holiday
season for driving Web site purchases.9 This year should be no exception as
consumers surf the Web for everything from gift ideas and special promotions to
cooking recipes and vacation deals.
Marketers who make themselves aware of the terms that drive paid and organic
searches to Web sites and act on this knowledge will increase their chances of
getting an edge over competition this year. The following section analyzes how
consumers search for products and information across all major search engines,
providing a valuable advantage when strategizing, monitoring and measuring
search marketing campaigns.

, Key findings
• Last holiday season, the total market share of Web site visits decreased by
19 percent between Thanksgiving and Christmas Day when compared to
the same term in 2007
• Over the past four years, the highest market share of Web site visits
occurred on Thanksgiving Day, followed by Black Friday
• The share of upstream traffic from email the day after Christmas day was
the highest of the entire holiday season last year
• The three main sources that drive more than half of the traffic to
retailers during the holiday season were search, other retailers and
email respectively
• In 2008, searches for the term “layaway” jumped as consumer
awareness increased

9

2009 Shop.org Holiday Strategy & Planning Guide, August 2009
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Visits to online retailer Web sites
During the 2008 holiday season, the online channel, typically heralded with higher
growth rates than its offline counterparts, was not immune to the economic
downturn. Reduced consumer spending coupled with a shorter shopping calendar
caused the total market share of Web site visits to decrease by 19 percent between
Thanksgiving and Christmas Day from the previous year.
Holiday traffic patterns
Holiday traffic trends to retail Web sites have exhibited a consistent pattern over the
past four years, where the highest market share of Web site visits in 2008 occurred
on Thanksgiving Day, followed by Black Friday. However, traffic decreased by
11 percent on Thanksgiving and five percent on Black Friday as compared to the
same days in 2007.
Despite the drop in traffic, the majority of activity on these days remained the
same as consumers began their holiday shopping activity by researching Black
Friday sales and online-only specials while stores were closed on Thanksgiving
Day. In 2008, traffic growth for both Cyber Monday and Christmas was flat as
compared to the previous holiday season. However, for the second year in a row, the
market share of visits on the day after Christmas increased six percent. Retailers
themselves helped to cause this traffic spike, as the share of upstream traffic from
email that day was the highest of the entire holiday season.

Channel crosser
Drive traffic to Web sites by using popular search terms in email marketing
content and subject lines.
Overall, traffic was down in the days leading up to Christmas in 2008, but the
trend was largely determined by the type of retailer. For Web-only retailers,
the visits on holiday milestones such as Thanksgiving, Black Friday and Cyber
Monday increased, while traffic to brick-and-mortar retailers and catalog callcenter businesses experienced declines from the previous season for each of the
milestones leading up to the Christmas holiday.
The post-holiday season helped drive increased visits for retailers on Christmas
Day as shoppers researched after-Christmas sales and markdowns. Postholiday sales and gift cards, gift certificates and research on return policies also
contributed heavily to this growth.
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Sources of holiday traffic
There are three main sources that drive more than half of the traffic to retailer Web
sites during the holiday season: search, other retailers and email. In December
of 2008, search represented the largest share at 30 percent, followed by crossshopping on other retail Web sites and referrals from Web-based email at
15 percent and 11 percent respectively.
Shoppers referred by search
Search engines accounted for the largest share of upstream traffic to online
retailers during the holiday months of November and December. Specifically, in
December 2008, search represented 30 percent of the traffic to retail Web sites,
marking an increase of six percent from the previous year.
While the upward trend was fairly consistent, the share of search referrals had
slight variations by type of retailer last year. Thirty-one percent of the traffic to
Web-only retailer sites was referred from search engines in December 2008
as compared to 25 percent for the catalog and call-center-based businesses.
Interestingly, although the share of search referrals was the lowest for catalogers,
they were the most reliant upon paid search traffic when compared to the Web-only
and brick-and-mortar retailers. The ratio of paid search accounted for 33 percent
of traffic to the catalog and call center retailers, 26 percent for brick-and-mortar
retailers, and 24 percent for Web-only retailers in December 2008.
Popular holiday search terms
In 2008, searches for the term “layaway” jumped as consumer awareness increased.
Layaway programs effectively drove early purchases with the peak for search-term
variations that included “layaway” taking place last year during the five weeks
leading up to Thanksgiving.
Kmart.com and Sears.com both launched holiday pages featuring layawaypayment options on their Web sites in July to start capturing spending. Therefore,
it is no surprise that the top 10 variations of “layaway” for the four weeks ending
August 8, 2009 include both Sears and Kmart in the search queries. The search
traffic for the term “layaway” was completely driven by paid listings from Kmart,
hoping to catch early shoppers.

Holiday hint: Promote layaway and deferred payment programs in email campaigns
to drive early sales.
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Trend spotting: With many consumers remaining cautious with
spending, more retailers are turning to layaway programs again this holiday
season to offer shoppers a payment plan to buy gifts.
Data sourcing
Information contained in the section above was collected by Experian Hitwise.
Experian Hitwise, the leading online competitive intelligence service, provides its
1,500 clients around the world with daily insights on how their customers interact
with a broad range of competitive Web sites and how their competitors use
different tactics to attract online customers.
Findings reported in this section are from Experian Hitwise’s analyses of Web sites
in the following categories:
• Experian Hitwise Retail 500: The top 500 retailers ranked by visits which
includes retail Web sites, excluding the following categories: auctions,
classifieds, subscription services, DVD and video game rental, membership
clubs, comparison shopping tools, reward point collecting and coupons
• Experian Hitwise Web-only 100: The top 100 Web-only retailers ranked
by visits
• Experian Hitwise Catalog/Call Center 100: The top 100 cataloger/mail
order Web sites ranked by visits
• Experian Hitwise Retail Chain 100: The top 100 brick-and-mortar retailers
ranked by visits
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Conclusion
Analyzing key trends from seasons past, knowing your customers’ needs and
determining how to best communicate with them to meet those needs are critical to
holiday marketing success in 2009. The industry continues to advance as marketers
focus on optimizing their investment to effectively engage their customers across
all possible channels. Those marketers who choose to make their strategies
smarter through the use of best practices and quantitative analytical insight are
certain to drive customer advocacy and engagement through the holidays and every
day for years to come.
From our team to yours, we wish you a profitable, engaging and successful
holiday season.
For more information please call Experian Marketing Services at
1 888 404 6911 or visit us online at www.experianmarketingservices.com.
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